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ABSTRACT

SECOND GRADERS' SOLUTION STRAGIES AND
UNDERSTANDING OF A COMBINATION
PROBLEM

Tiffany Marie Hessing

Department of Mathematics Education
Master of Arts

I inquire about second graders' capabilities of developing solution strategies and
the original variety of strategies they bring forth while solving a combination
problem. Based on analysis of the data presented in this paper, students developed
five different general strategies. After analyzing what the second grade students
were capable of developing, we can conclude that young children are capable of
developing powerful systematic strategies grounded in their personal experiences.
This research shows that even when the teacher does not foster personal agency,
children will still exercise agency. The social interactions in the classroom helped
students learn to propose mathematical ideas, make conjectures, evaluate their own
and others’ thinking, and develop mathematical reasoning skills.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
In order to understand students as learners of mathematics and to build on
students’ thinking, teachers need to understand students’ capabilities and what strategies
students develop while solving mathematics problems. Many researchers emphasize that
teachers need opportunities to examine and understand children’s strategies while solving
mathematics problems (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM], 1991;
Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 1999; NCTM, 2000).
If we want to give children the opportunity to build their understanding from
within, we need to understand how children think about mathematics…We
have observed how much children are capable of learning when their teachers
truly understand children’s thinking and provide them an opportunity to build
on their own thinking. We also have learned from teachers how important it is
for them to have explicit knowledge of children’s mathematical thinking
(Carpenter et al, pg. xiv).
This research focuses on the ability of second graders to reason mathematically
while solving a combination problem.

The study presented here examines the

development of student reasoning and the development of students' invented solution
strategies. For the purposes of this study, a strategy is defined as the representations the
second graders use, the choices they make, and how they reason from their
representations and choices. A representation includes the language, gestures, drawings,
and objects students use to develop or explain their strategy.
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) has published many
documents designed to help improve mathematics education. NCTM Principles and
Standards for School Mathematics, PSSM (2000) posits that “all students should learn
important mathematical concepts and processes with understanding” (p. ix) and that
“students’ understanding of mathematics, their ability to use it to solve problems, and
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their confidence in, and disposition toward, mathematics are all shaped by the teaching
they encounter in school” (pp. 16-17).
A committee comprising Brigham Young University faculty and district
representatives from five local school districts met for a year to design a professional
development model to help practicing elementary teachers improve the teaching of
mathematics.

The professional development model is called Comprehensive

Mathematics Instruction (CMI). CMI was specifically designed to support the goals of
NCTM PSSM (2000) and attempted to help teachers know and thoroughly understand the
mathematics they are teaching in order for them to be effective teachers of mathematics.
A pilot study was conducted to introduce an instructional framework and to examine
whether the professional development changed mathematics instruction resulting in
improved student understanding. The research presented here is part of this larger pilot
study.
In the CMI professional development model, teachers are learners in a real
classroom setting.

They are given opportunities to experience what a reform

mathematics classroom looks like and to experience learning mathematics in the same
way that their students would hopefully be given opportunities to learn mathematics
(Walter, Peterson, Ridlon, & Hilton, 2004). The teachers are presented with several
conceptually challenging tasks, problems, for which there are no clear paths to a solution.
The tasks were designed so that teachers would need to use problem solving strategies in
order to make sense of the situation and devise a strategy to solve the problem (Walter et
al.).

The majority of the CMI tasks gave the teachers an opportunity to explore

mathematical ideas involving fractions.
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All of the teachers at the participating school were invited to attend the
professional development and all but the part time choir teacher accepted the invitation,
for a total of 28 participants. Of the 28 participants, one teacher from each grade level
(1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th) was randomly chosen to be in the focus group. The five teachers
in the focus group were videotaped in their own classrooms for three consecutive days at
three separate times throughout the 2004-2005 school year – once in September, once in
January, and once in May. This study focuses on students’ mathematics in one second
grade teacher’s classroom.
I am interested in determining how second-graders reason mathematically and what
solution strategies they are capable of developing as they solve a particular combination
problem. I am investigating the second graders capabilities and the original variety of
strategies they bring forth. Therefore, this study comprises an analysis of how students
develop understanding while solving a combination task and includes an analysis of the
different solution strategies the students developed.

This research focuses on two

research questions:
1. How do second-grade students reason mathematically and develop understanding
as they solve a combination task?
2. What are the different solution strategies developed by second-grade students
while solving a combination task?
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CHAPTER II: THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE
Several perspectives on teaching and learning frame the study reported here. The
following will be a discussion of these perspectives.

According to Maher (2003)

particular components of personal knowledge are built by active learners as they engage
in investigations that challenge their thinking. Maher and NCTM PSSM hold similar
views suggesting that “students’ understanding of mathematical ideas can be built
throughout their school year if they actively engage in tasks and experiences designed to
deepen and connect their knowledge” (NCTM, 2000, p. 21 ).
The NCTM PSSM (2000) document suggests that social interactions in the
classroom can improve learning with understanding. This helps students learn to propose
mathematical ideas, make conjectures, evaluate their own and others’ thinking, and
develop mathematical reasoning skills.
With regard to a constructivist perspective, the second-graders personal
knowledge of combination problems builds upon their current knowledge and past
experience. Von Glasersfeld (1995) states that from a constructivist view, concepts
cannot simply be transferred from teachers to students—they have to be conceived (p. 5).
Because mathematical concepts cannot simply be transferred from teachers to students,
Simon (1997) suggests that we need an alternative to the lecture-demonstration model of
teaching.
Vygotsky's sociocultural theory of learning emphasizes the view that human
intelligence first originates in our society or culture. He argues that a specific social
nature must exist before human learning can occur (Vygotsky, 1978). Because Vygotsky
views learning as a profoundly social process, he emphasizes discussion between
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learners. Vygotsky argues that an individual gains knowledge first through interpersonal
interactions and then through intrapersonal interactions. Interpersonal interactions are
defined as the interactions with others in a social environment. Intrapersonal interactions
are defined as the interactions within the individual self or mind (Vygotsky).
Every function in the child’s cultural development appears twice: first, on the
social level, and later, on the individual level; first, between people
(interpsychological), and then inside the child (intrapsychological). This
applies equally to voluntary attention, to logical memory, and to the formation
of concepts (Vygotsky, 1978, pg. 57).
For example, interpersonal interactions occur first between the teacher and the
students as she introduces a mathematical task. Once the task has been given to the
students, intrapersonal interactions occur when the student reviews the task and interacts
on the individual level.
Related to interpersonal and intrapersonal interactions may be the idea of private
and public presentations (Walter & Gerson, in press). After the students have received
the task, they will begin formalizing their own ideas about the mathematics involved and
they will present their ideas to themselves first, “as part of an ongoing thought” (Speiser,
Walter, & Maher, 2003, p. 3). In other words, they will privately present what they are
thinking about the given task. After the private presentation, a public presentation is
given when a student presents their ideas concerning the task to a group or to the
classroom, “as part of an emerging discourse” (Speiser et al.).

During the public

presentation, the presenter is now playing the role of “proxy” teacher (Walter, 2004,
personal communication). In other words, the presenter is not the actual teacher of the
class, but is adopting the role of a teacher. At that moment, the presenter is in charge of
the class and putting forth their ideas. The purpose of the “proxy” teacher during public
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presentations is not to explain how to do the problem, but to explain how they are
thinking about and how they solved the problem. The expectation of the “proxy” teacher
is not that the ideas being presented are adopted, but that the ideas being presented are
understood.
Many researchers use situated cognition and situated learning interchangeably
(Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Lave & Wenger, 1991; McLellan, 1996). In the
context of this research, the sociological view of the term cognition has been adopted. A
situated cognition perspective may offer a useful lens for examining students’ different
roles in the classroom during public presentations. Within a situated cognition
perspective, learning communities are dynamic in that members assume various roles at
different times depending on the needs of the learner (Brown et al.). For example, a
student may be a learner, teacher, or coach at any given time during the learning episode.
During public presentations, a student is a learner as she listens to other members of the
class present their mathematical ideas. A student is a “proxy” teacher as she presents her
ideas to the class. A student is a coach when she helps individual students in the
development of their strategy. The purpose of a coach is not to tell the student how to do
the problem, but to help them develop a better strategy.
A key component of situated cognition is the articulation of learning skills
(McLellan, 1996).

McLellan states that “Articulation refers to the goal of getting

students to articulate their knowledge, reasoning, or problem-solving processes…By
articulating thinking and problem-solving processes, students come to a better
understanding of their thinking processes, and they are better able to explain things to
themselves and to others” (pp. 11-12).
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Siegler (1996) conducted research on how change occurred in children’s thinking.
One of Siegler’s findings is that children “must constantly choose what to do” (p. 4).
Children make choices about which strategy to use among other possible alternatives.
When children are depicted as only having a single way or representing a
situation, thinking about a concept, or solving a problem, there are no choices
to be made. They are, in a sense, the slaves of their cognitive structures. In
contrast, if they possess multiple ways of performing these cognitive activities,
then they must choose which one to use in each situation. This is not to say
that all, or even most, of the choices involve conscious evaluation of the
advantages and disadvantages of alternative courses of action. A great many
are made without any apparent conscious consideration. Nonetheless, choices
are constantly being made (Siegler, 1996, p. 4).
As learners explore mathematics, they are building understanding through their
experiences. Learners can develop a deeper understanding of mathematical concepts
when they are given the agency to choose their own approach in solving a particular
mathematical problem or task.

Therefore, it is important that students be given

opportunities to make their own choices. Agency plays an important role in the learning
of mathematics. This research builds on the idea of agency set forth by Walter and
Gerson (in press) who present a new point of view for learners in a social setting.
The exercise of agency is what makes mathematical thinking possible. We
distinguish between a perspective in which learners’ development of agency is
fostered by the teacher (Cobb and Yackel, 1998), and our view that personal
agency in learning is omnipresent and its existence is not dependent on teacher
intervention. However, the enactment of personal agency in productive
mathematical inquiry can be constrained or encouraged by teacher intervention
(Walter & Gerson, in press).
In studying the issues of professional development for teachers of mathematics,
Castle and Aichele (1994) talk about the choices and decisions teachers need to make. I
adapt their ideas of choices teachers make to the choices students need to make as they
learn mathematics.

Allowing students to exercise agency can be associated with
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“personal freedom” (p. 5).

When students have the freedom to choose their own

strategies in solving problems, they make decisions about which strategies are the best
among other alternatives. When students are simply told what to do, they respond to
what the person tells them to do which leaves no room for the development of their own
strategies. “If the strategy is not of [the individual’s] choice, they do not find [the
strategy] personally meaningful – that is, [the strategy] does not connect with their
previous knowledge in a way that makes sense to them” (p. 5).
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CHAPTER III: LITERATURE REVIEW
Researchers have published little on children’s thinking and the solution strategies
they develop while solving combination problems. Carpenter et al. (1999) conducted a
detailed analysis of children’s thinking in addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division with single and multidigit numbers.

They identified student strategies for

solving multiplication and division problems, but avoided a detailed analysis of student
strategies while solving combination problems. Carpenter et al. further stated that many
young children have a difficult time constructing all the combinations due to not
developing a systematic strategy, and for this reason will often not recognize that they do
not have all the combinations.
Carpenter et al. (1999) examined the following combination problem (they did not
identify by whom this strategy was developed):
The Friendly Old Ice Cream Shop has 3 types of ice cream cones. They also
have 4 flavors of ice cream. How many different combinations of an ice cream
flavor and cone type can you get at the Friendly Old Ice Cream Shop (p. 52)?
Carpenter et al. described some of the children’s strategies as they explored the above
problem. They mention that some children did not develop an organized way to create all
the different combinations. Some solved the problem using 3 x 4 because they saw three
groups of four – for each of the three cones there would be four flavors. While others
solved the problem using 4 x 3 because they saw four groups of three – for each of the
four flavors of ice cream there will be three cones.
Maher and Martino (1991, 1992) studied the construction of mathematical
knowledge by individual children working in a group of six on a similar combination
problem. The researchers presented the following problem in two sessions – one in
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Spring 1990 to second graders and again in Fall 1990 to the same students as third
graders.
Stephen has a white shirt, a blue shirt and a yellow shirt. He has a pair of blue
jeans and a pair of white jeans. How many different outfits can he make?
Maher and Martino characterized the solution strategies of two children, Stephanie and
Dana. The two girls were in the same group for both problem solving sessions.
In the first session (second grade), both Stephanie and Dana drew pictorial
representations of the three shirts and two pants. They labeled their shirts and pants – W
for white shirt and pants, B for blue shirt and pants, and Y for the yellow shirt. They
fixed the pants and varied the shirts, so they first chose which color of pants to use in
creating an outfit and then matched each color of shirt to the selected pair of pants.
Both Stephanie and Dana came up with five different outfits.

Stephanie

developed a coded-listing strategy and represented her outfits as 1-WW, 2-BW, 3-YW, 4BB, and 5-YB. She chose first to fix the white pair of jeans and then the blue pair of
jeans. She did not have the white shirt and blue jeans outfit. Dana drew connecting lines
from the shirts and the pants. She did not have the yellow shirt and white jeans outfit.
Dana told Stephanie “yellow can’t go with the white.” Stephanie’s response was, “It
doesn’t matter if it doesn’t match as long as it can make outfits.” Dana’s sense of fashion
did not include an outfit comprising a yellow shirt and white pants.
The majority of second grade students working on the task agreed that there were
five outfits. Students did not recognize that the five outfits were different among the
various groups. The groups that found more than five outfits were convinced by other
students that there were duplicates.
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In the second session (third grade), Stephanie and Dana again worked on the same
task. Stephanie initiated a connecting-line strategy this time. Stephanie numbered her
connecting lines and came to the conclusion that Stephen could make six different outfits.
Similar to Stephanie and Dana’s second grade solution strategy, they again held the pants
constant and varied the shirts.
Not only did the students in Maher and Martino’s (1991, 1992) study need to keep
track of which outfits they already created, they needed to keep track of two items of
clothing that were blue (blue shirt and blue jeans) and two items of clothing that were
white (white shirt and white jeans). Maher and Martino required their students to justify
their strategies and to explain how they knew there could not be any more outfits. Maher
and Martino had no expectation of what materials to use in the representation of the
different outfits.
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CHAPTER IV: METHOD
Participants
One teacher and her students were invited to be the participants in this study.
Melanie was a second-year, second-grade teacher participating in the professional
development model (CMI). She was a member of the original focus group of five
teachers.
Melanie was chosen to be a participant in this study because she was willing to
express what she was thinking during the professional development sessions. She was
articulate in expressing her desire to become a better teacher and would often ask
questions about how she could improve her mathematical lessons. Melanie graduated
from BYU and was taught new ways to teach Reform Mathematics.
Melanie’s second grade class has twenty-two students plus two special needs
students. During this study, one student was absent and the two special needs students
were not present. So my study analyzes the work of twenty-one second-grade students.
Of the twenty-one students, nine are boys and twelve are girls.

Students’ prior

experiences with combination problems are not known. The class ethnic makeup is
100% Caucasian.
The Researcher’s Role
As a graduate research assistant at Brigham Young University, my role included
setting up the video equipment and videotaping each of the professional development
sessions. I videotaped lessons designed by some of the teachers on content they would
regularly teach within their own classrooms. I was the main videographer of Melanie’s
classroom for three consecutive days three times throughout the year.
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I was a non-participant observer. While I was videotaping Melanie’s classroom, I
did not communicate with the children or talk with the teacher. On one occasion after
Melanie taught her subtraction lesson, she asked me for advice on how to transition from
the mathematical activities of that day to begin the mathematical activities of the next
day. During that time, I did offer advice by reminding her about what she had been
learning in the professional development. I mentioned she could remind her students of
the strategies that were presented the previous day and then ask her students which
strategy they thought was most efficient.
Setting
The study was conducted at an elementary school located in the western United
States. It is a public school located in an urban fringe of a mid-size city.

During the

2004-2005 school year, 618 students were enrolled, about 21 students per classroom, and
15% of the students were receiving free or reduced-price lunch. The entire student body
ethnic make-up was .3% African American, .5% Native American, .5% Pacific Islander,
1.5% Asian, 3.5% Hispanic, and 93.7% Caucasian.
Melanie’s classroom was located on the main floor of the school.

At the

beginning of the school year, Melanie’s desks were arranged in five groups. In January,
Melanie rearranged her desks into four rows due to management issues. In February,
Melanie changed the arrangement of the desks back to five groups because she believed
students learned better while working in groups. During my analysis in May, the desks
were arranged in three groups of eight (see Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1. A layout of Melanie’s classroom during her multiplication lesson.

A whiteboard, chalkboard, and two corkboards along with a pull down projector
screen were located in the front of Melanie’s room. Due to the small attention spans of
the second graders, students would alternate between sitting at desks and the sitting area
in the back of the room where the students would gather together and sit on the floor. A
small movable whiteboard was also located in front of the sitting area. With funding
from the larger professional development project, the classroom was well equipped with
up-to-date manipulatives used to teach mathematics such as linking cubes, pattern blocks,
base ten blocks, and overhead transparencies of each manipulative.
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Data Collection Strategies
In September 2004, January 2005, and May 2005 Melanie’s classroom was
videotaped on three consecutive days.

In September, Melanie taught single digit

addition. In January, Melanie taught double digit subtraction. In May, Melanie taught
multiplication using two combination tasks. The May videotaping began on the first day
Melanie introduced the concept of multiplication. Each day, the videotaping of her
classroom lessons lasted an hour to an hour and a half.
Because of the richness of video data collected on the first day Melanie taught
multiplication, the students’ work during that first day will be the focus of this research.
Melanie began her lesson at 11:54 a.m. where the students sat on the carpet area for
activities called “calendar.” The class talked about the weather, the date, the time, the
day of school, etc. Six minutes after calendar began, Melanie introduced the following
task to her students:
Emily has three shirts. One is blue, one is yellow and one is red. She also has
two pairs of pants. One is green and one is black. How many different outfits
can she make?
During the videotaping of the shirts and pants task, Melanie wore a wireless
lavaliere microphone attached to her shirt in order for her voice to be recorded and for the
cameraperson to always hear what Melanie was saying, even when the camera was not
following Melanie. The videotaping of the students was determined by the order in
which Melanie interacted with them. Often times the camera would capture what the
students did after Melanie interacted with them. After the student’s work was captured,
the camera would continue following Melanie.
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Preliminary Analysis Procedures
Data analysis began by watching the video tape of Melanie’s first multiplication
lesson to classify persons, ideas, and events. After watching the video and creating a brief
description of the events that took place, I chose the video episodes that showed the
students exploring, developing their own strategies, and discussing their strategies with
other students. The video segment I chose is fifty minutes long and shows what the
students were capable of doing within the classroom.
The dialogue during the fifty minute segment of video was typed into a Microsoft
Excel document to create a transcript of the video data.
researchers verified that the transcript was accurate.

Several undergraduate

The transcript contained six

columns. From left to right the columns are time codes, name of speaker, word for word
quote, description of the gestures or activities, opinions, and codes. The time codes are
given in minutes:seconds to provide precise reference points for particular dialogue and
activities or to indicate the length of time between activities.
For the purposes of this thesis, the transcripts include time codes, name of
speaker, and word for word quote. Some episodes do not have a transcript because there
was no dialogue to transcribe. The episodes that include a transcript are those episodes
where the students’ dialogue can be transcribed. In the transcripts, brackets and normal
text describe pronouns; brackets and italicized text describe actions.
Once a transcript was created for the video, a detailed microanalysis of the
transcription began.

The microanalysis included a detailed examination and

interpretation of each paragraph, sentence, or word within the transcriptions. I focused
on analyzing the different strategies students developed to solve the shirts and pants task.
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I also kept a record of my thinking by creating memos of my interpretations of the data,
the questions that I still needed to answer, and my “aha experiences”.
During data analysis, I simultaneously watched the video and read the transcript.
In order to help with the analysis of my video data, I created codes in order to code
openly as well as axially (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The codes for each second grader’s
strategy are organized in seven different concepts (Strauss & Corbin):
Table 4.1. List of Codes
Choice of
Answer
Representation

Choice of
Fixing

Choice of
Distribution

Mathematical
Representation

Later
Changes

Misc

6

CS
Colored
Squares

3S
Three Shirts
as One Item

P~S
Pants
Distributed
to Shirts

Sr
Red Shirt

Y
Changes to
the Strategy
are Made

W
Washing

5

P
Picture

2P
Two Pants as
One Item

S~P
Shirts
Distributed
to Pants

Sb
Blue Shirt

YD
A Different
Strategy is
Used Later

O
Creating
Opposites

4

CL
Connected
Lines

RS
Red Shirt

NK
Not Known

Sy
Yellow Shirt

N
No Changes

F
Fashion
Sense

3

WM
Whiteboard
Magnets

BS
Blue Shirt

Pg
Green Pants

NEP
Not
Enough
Pants

2

YS
Yellow Shirt

Pbk
Black Pants

PT
Proxy
Teacher

1

GP
Green Pants

NK
Not Known

C
Coach

BP
Blue Pants

NF
No Fixing
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With the distribution codes, pants being distributed to the shirts mean the pants
are being placed under the shirts. Shirts being distributed to the pants mean the shirts are
being placed above the pants. Due to the complexity of the mathematical representations,
each one will be described as they are presented in the data section. An addition sign
between codes indicates the students’ making more than one choice. I created a table of
codes for each of the 15 students analyzed in this study (see Appendix A).
During open coding, I broke down the data into discrete parts of strategies
developed by the second-graders. I placed labels (codes) on the events that took place in
each student’s strategy developed (see Appendix A). Using the labels, I was able to more
closely examine the discrete concepts of each strategy and compare them for similarities
and differences. Specific concepts, events, happenings, objects, and actions/interactions
that were found to be similar were grouped under more abstract concepts called
categories (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Five different categories emerged each representing
the five different strategies the students developed: 1) fixing shirts individually, 2) fixing
pants individually, 3) fixing pants as one item, 4) washing, and 5) fashion. I give a
description of these categories in the results and findings chapter.
During axial coding, I discovered the ways in which my categories related to one
another by comparing the properties and dimensions of each category. I looked for
answers to questions such as why, where, when, and how. While I simultaneously
performed open coding and axial coding, I also coded for structure and process. I studied
the structure of my data when I tried to learn why certain events occurred. I studied the
process of my data when I explained each strategy developed by the second graders and
how the students interacted with other students. I linked student created representations
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to mathematical representations that mathematically explained the process of each
student’s strategies. A representation will include the language and gestures students
used to explain their strategy and the objects and drawings they used to create the
different outfits.
Narrative
The data was gathered on a timeline according to the teacher’s visits. I first
organized the data according to the teacher’s timeline, but for the purposes of this study, I
changed the organization of the data to a more compelling flow in order to understand
what comes next. I will present the data in a developmental timeline of the students and
group the students into themes according to common developments in their strategies.
The development of each student’s strategy is written in present tense.
Clarifications of the transcript and what the student did is also written in present tense.
The retrospective analysis of the student’s strategy is written in past tense.
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CHAPTER V: DATA AND ANALYSIS

As the students sat on the carpet in the back of the room, Melanie read the
following task to her students:
Emily has three shirts. One is blue, one is yellow and one is red. She also has
two pairs of pants. One is green and one is black. How many different outfits
can she make?
Melanie continued to explain the task:
Now, an outfit is a pair of pants and a shirt together. Okay? That makes an
outfit. Another thing to keep in mind is, umm, it doesn’t; you don’t have to
match. Okay. So don’t worry about oh, you know that color doesn’t go with
that color. That doesn’t matter in this kind of thing. Maybe when you come to
school it matters, but for today, for our problem, it, you don’t have to match.
Okay?
Melanie gives the students a plate of colored squares to use in building
representations of the outfits. The plate contains red, blue, yellow, black, and green
squares. Melanie tells the students that the red, blue, and yellow squares represent the
shirts and the black and green squares represent the pants. Melanie lets the students
know they do not have to use the squares unless they want to. Even though Melanie sets
up a possible representation for them to use, several students still choose not to use the
materials Melanie provided and create their own representation.
Private Presentations
After Melanie explains the task to the students, they walk back to their desks and
begin to explore the problem individually. I present each student’s work according to
common developments in their strategies. Tiffani is the first student the camera captures
on video, so I will present her strategy first. Once I present the data for the student, I
provide a retrospective analysis on the student’s strategy.
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Tiffani (10:30 to 11:40)
Recall that a red, blue, and yellow square represent a red, blue, and yellow shirt,
respectively. A green and black square represent green and black pants, respectively.
Tiffani begins working on the task by placing one red, one blue, and one yellow square
on her paper (see Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1. Tiffani places one red, one blue, and one yellow square on her paper.

Tiffani places a green square under the red square to demonstrate an outfit with
green pants and a red shirt. She replaces the green square by placing the black square
under the red square, thus creating a second outfit with black pants and a red shirt (see
Figure 5.2). In this way, Tiffani creates two outfits by fixing the red shirt and varying the
color of pants.

Figure 5.2. Sequence of Tiffani fixing the red shirt and varying the pants.

Tiffani moves the black square under the blue square creating a third outfit with
black pants and a blue shirt. She then replaces the black square by placing the green
square under the blue square creating a fourth outfit with green pants and a blue shirt (see
Figure 5.3). Thus, Tiffani creates two more outfits by fixing the blue shirt and varying
the color of pants.
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Figure 5.3. Sequence of Tiffani fixing the blue shirt and varying the pants.

Tiffani moves the black square under the yellow square creating a fifth outfit with
black pants and a yellow shirt. She then replaces the black square by placing the green
square under the yellow square creating a sixth outfit with green pants and a yellow shirt
(see Figure 5.4). Tiffani creates these two outfits by fixing the yellow shirt and varying
the color of pants.

Figure 5.4. Sequence of Tiffani fixing the yellow shirt and varying the pants.

Next, while holding the green square in her left hand and the black square in her
right hand, Tiffani alternates back and forth between positioning the black and green
square under each of the red, blue, and yellow squares (see Figure 5.5). Tiffani places the
black square under the red square and then alternates to the green square under the red
square. She places the black square under the blue square and then alternates to the green
square under the blue square. She places the black square under the yellow square and
then alternates to the green square under the yellow square. She repeats the entire
positioning process again, gathers together all of the squares, and writes six on her paper.
While positioning each of the squares, Tiffani counts how many outfits she is making –
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one, two, three, four, five, six. She repeats the positioning of squares and counting three
times to make sure her answer of six outfits is consistent.

Figure 5.5. Sequence of Tiffani fixing the shirts and varying the pants.

Tiffani solved the problem by fixing the shirts and varying the pants. What does
this mean mathematically? If we denote the number of shirts as 3S and the number of
pants as 2P, then a mathematical representation could be 2P(Sr + Sb + Sy) = 2PSr + 2PSb
+ 2PSy = 6PS. Tiffani used five squares in her representation of the outfits – the two
pants and the three shirts. The number of squares she used can be seen in the
mathematical representation, 2P for the two pants followed by the three different shirts.
Since Tiffani distributed the two pants amongst each shirt, the 2P is located on the left of
the three shirts. This directly corresponds to Tiffani placing the two pairs of pants under
each of the three shirts. The subscripts below the S indicate the color of shirt – Sr for the
red shirt, Sb for the blue shirt, and Sy for the yellow shirt.
Mitchell M. (16:57 to 17:07)
Mitchell M. solves the problem similarly to Tiffani. However, he uses the colored
squares differently than Tiffani. He has two blue squares directly above a green square
and a black square to indicate two outfits – both with blue shirts, but one with green pants
and the other with black pants. He places two more yellow shirts on his desk and directly
beneath one of the yellow shirts he places a black square (see Figure 5.6). As the camera
moves away, Mitchell places a green square below the second yellow square.
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Figure 5.6. Mitchell M.’s first representation of the different outfits.

Three minutes later (20:45 to 20:59) Mitchell M. has six different outfits on his
desk (see Figure 5.7).

Figure 5.7. Mitchell M.’s final representation of six different outfits.

Mitchell added four more squares, a red above a black square to indicate an outfit
with a red shirt and black pants, and a red above a green square to indicate an outfit with
a red shirt and green pants. Mitchell chose to solve the problem by fixing the shirts. He
chose to distribute the two colors of pants to each of the three shirts by placing the pants
under the shirts. Since Mitchell used a different order of pants for the blue shirts versus
the yellow shirts, he decomposed the pants differently for each shirt. A mathematical
representation for Mitchell M.’s strategy could be (Pg + Pbk)Sb + (Pbk + Pg)Sy + (Pbk +
Pg)Sr = (PgSb + PbkSb) + (PbkSy + PgSy) + (PbkSr + PbkSr) = 2PSb + 2PSy + 2PSr = 6PS.
The mathematical expression (PgSb + PbkSb) + (PbkSy + PgSy) + (PbkSr + PbkSr) indicates
that Mitchell used twelve squares at one time to represent the six different outfits.
Caleb (12:34 to 13:08 and 14:37 to 15:36)
Caleb solves the problem differently than Tiffani and Mitchell M. He begins to
explain his strategy to Melanie.
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12:34
12:37
12:39

Caleb
Melanie
Caleb

12:49

Melanie

13:00

Caleb

That’s the first part.
How can you tell?
Because, umm, there are three shirts and you can use the one pair of pants
for this shirt [red shirt], this shirt [yellow shirt] and this shirt [blue shirt].
Interesting. Can you come up with any others? [Caleb shakes his head no.]
You don’t think that you can come up with any others? How many pairs of
pants do you have? How many colors of pants?
Two. [Melanie walks away.]

Caleb points to the squares on his desk and tells Melanie, “That’s the first part.”
Caleb has a red square above a green square to indicate an outfit with a red shirt and
green pants. He has a yellow square above a green square to indicate an outfit with a
yellow shirt and green pants. He has a blue square above a green square to indicate an
outfit with a blue shirt and green pants (see Figure 5.8). He has three outfits for the first
part.

Figure 5.8. Caleb’s solution to the “first part”.

When Melanie asked Caleb if he could come up with any others (12:49) and
Caleb shook his head no, I believe he was indicating there were no other outfits he could
make with the green pants. He was talking about his answer to “the first part” (12:34).
He was counting only the number of outfits he could make with the green pants. He
found three and there could not be any more outfits made with the green pants.
At 12:39 Caleb said, “…there are three shirts and you can use the one pair of
pants for this shirt, this shirt and this shirt.” Caleb solved the problem by fixing the green
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pair of pants and varying the shirt. Caleb first solved the problem as if there were three
shirts and one pair of pants. If the three shirts are denoted as 3S and the one pair of pants
is denoted as Pg, then a mathematical representation for the first part of Caleb’s strategy
could be Pg(Sr + Sy + Sb) = PgSr + PgSy + PgSb = 3PgS. The Pg located on the far left hand
side indicates the green pair of pants being distributed to each of the three shirts. This
directly corresponds to Caleb placing the green pair of pants under each of the three
shirts. Even though Caleb distributed the green pair of pants, it does not mean he varied
the pants. He still chose one variable to fix, the pants.
After about one minute and thirty seconds, Melanie returns to Caleb. Caleb tells
Melanie, “here’s the other part” (14:37). He has a red square above a black square, a
yellow square above a black square, and a blue square above a black square (see Figure
5.9). These squares represent three outfits – an outfit with a red shirt and black pants, an
outfit with a yellow shirt and black pants, and an outfit with a blue shirt and black pants.

Figure 5.9. Caleb fixing the black pants and varying the shirts.

Melanie asks Caleb to show her the first ones he had. He replaces all the black
squares with green squares. Now Caleb has a red square above a green square, a yellow
square above a green square, and a blue square above a green square. Melanie asks Caleb
to show her the other ones [the outfits with the black pants]. As Caleb is about to take off
the green squares, Melanie says, “leave this and then show me the other ones you just
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had” (15:00). Caleb adds three black squares to his paper. He then places a yellow
square above a black square, a blue square above a black square, and a red square above a
black square. He has six outfits on his paper (see Figure 5.10). The first set of outfits
shows how many outfits he can make with green pants. He found three. The second set
of outfits shows how many outfits he can make with black pants. He found three.
Therefore, Caleb held the pants constant and varied the shirts.

Figure 5.10. Caleb’s solution to the “other part”.

Notice that Caleb did not put his shirts in the same order for the black set as he
did for the green set. He was just concerned about what he could create with the green
pants first and then he was concerned about what he could create with the black pants.
He did not think about the different outfits that could be made with green pants and black
pants at the same time. He thought of two separate parts to solve the problem and then
combined the two parts together at the end. The first part was how many different outfits
he could make with green pants and the second part was how many different outfits he
could make with black pants.
When Caleb created the three outfits with the green pair of pants, he placed three
green squares under a red, yellow, and blue square. Therefore, Caleb distributed the
“fixed” green pants to each of the three shirts. In creating the second set of outfits, Caleb
placed three black squares on his paper and then placed a yellow, blue, and red square
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above the black squares, so he distributed each of the three shirts to the “fixed” black
pants. Caleb decomposed the shirts differently for each pair of pants and he distributed
the “fixed” green pants over the shirts in the first part, but then he distributed the shirts
over the “fixed” black pants for the second part. A mathematical representation for
Caleb’s strategy could be Pg(Sr + Sy + Sb) + (Sy + Sb + Sr)Pbk = (PgSr + PgSy + PgSb) +
(SyPbk + SbPbk + SrPbk) = 3PgS + 3SPbk = 6SP. Notice the first term has a Pg on the far
left, whereas the second term has a Pbk on the far right. The Pg on the far left in the first
term indicates Caleb placing the green pair of pants under each of the three shirts.
Instead of similarly placing the black pair of pants under the three shirts for his second
part, he changed his strategy and placed each shirt above a pair of black pants.
Addie (18:58 to 19:06)
Addie solved the problem similar to Caleb, but she developed a different
representation. She has the number six circled in the lower right hand corner of her
paper. She has three shirts in a row outlined with pencil and she colors them in with
crayons as blue, yellow, and red. Just below the three shirts, she has two pairs of pants in
a row outlined with pencil and colors them in with crayons as green and black.
Addie has numbered arrows connecting the three shirts to the two pants (see
Figure 5.11). The arrows pointing to the pants indicate she put the shirts onto the pants.
There is a line numbered “1” that connects the blue shirt with the green pants to indicate
one outfit. The second line connects the yellow shirt and the green pants. The third line
connects the red shirt and the green pants. The fourth line connects the blue shirt and the
black pants. The fifth line connects the yellow shirt and the black pants. The sixth line
connects the red shirt and the black pants.
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Figure 5.11. Addie’s representation of her six different outfits.

Since lines numbered 1-3 are connecting the three different shirts to the green
pants and lines numbered 4-6 are connecting the three different shirts to the black pants,
Addie fixed the pants and varyied the shirts. If the three shirts are denoted as 3S and the
two pairs of pants are denoted as 2P, then a mathematical representation for Addie’s
strategy could be (Sb + Sy + Sr)Pg + (Sb + Sy + Sr)Pbk = (SbPg + SyPg + SrPg) + (SbPbk +
SyPbk + SrPbk) = 3SPg + 3SPbk = 6SP. Even though Melanie gave a representation for her
students to use, the colored paper squares, Addie exercised her agency and made the
choice of creating her own representation of the different outfits.
Tiffani (19:13 to 19:20)
Tiffani’s second strategy is similar to Caleb’s and Addie’s, but she created a
pictorial representation of the different outfits. It is interesting that Tiffani developed a
strategy different from the first strategy she developed (10:30 to 11:40). She still has the
number six circled on the top right hand side of her paper. However, instead of working
with the paper squares, she now has drawn colored shirts and pants to indicate which
outfits she created. At the center of her paper, she has drawn six different outfits in a
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row. From left to right she has drawn a yellow shirt above black pants, a red shirt above
black pants, a blue shirt above black pants, a yellow shirt above green pants, a red shirt
above green pants, and a blue shirt above green pants (see Figure 5.12).

Figure 5.12. Tiffani’s second representation of her six different outfits.

The first three outfits Tiffani created were with the three different shirts and the
same color of pants, the black pair. The next three outfits Tiffani created were with the
three different shirts and the same color of pants, the green pair. Tiffani’s organization of
the outfits indicates that she fixed the pants and varied the shirts, which is different than
how Tiffani first solved the problem. In this case, Tiffani was not seen creating her
representations of the outfits. Therefore, the decomposition of the shirts or pants
numbers and the distribution of shirts over pants or pants over shirts are not known.
However, if 3S denotes the number of shirts and 2P denotes the number of pants, then a
possible mathematical representation for Tiffani’s strategy could be 3S(Pbk + Pg) = 3SPbk
+ 3SPg = 6SP.
Mitchell H. (13:46 to 14:10)
The next two students’ strategies are not as clear and concise as the first two
groups of students’ strategies. The strategy developed by the next two students is
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interesting because other research has not talked about this strategy. Mitchell H. has the
number five circled on his paper and tells Melanie what paper squares he can put together
to create outfits as he counts the number of outfits he is making.
13:55

Mitchell H.

14:05
14:08
14:10

Melanie
Mitchell H.
Melanie

You can do that and that’s two. Then you can switch ‘em around and
that’s four and then there’s one and then you can do that.
So how many was that?
Six.
Interesting. Can there be any more?

At 13:55 when Mitchell says, “You can do that and that’s two,” he points to a
blue square above a green square and a red square above a black square (see Figure 5.13).
He just created two outfits – one with a blue shirt and green pants and the second with a
red shirt and black pants.

Figure 5.13. Mitchell H.’s representation of the first two outfits he creates.

He then says, “you can switch ‘em around and that’s four” (13:55). He switches
the red and blue square so now the blue square is above the black square and the red
square is above the green square (see Figure 5.14). Thus creating two more outfits – one
with a blue shirt and black pants and the other with a red shirt and green pants.

Figure 5.14. Mitchell H.’s representation of the next two outfits he creates.
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He counts the total number of outfits to be four. Mitchell says, “and then there’s
one and then you can do that” (13:55). As he moves the red square off to the side, he
takes the yellow square and places it above the green square (see Figure 5.15) referring to
one more outfit of a yellow shirt and green pants.

Figure 5.15. Mitchell H.’s representation of the yellow shirt and green pants outfit.

As he moves the blue square off to the side, he moves the yellow square above the
black square (see Figure 5.16) creating one more outfit of a yellow shirt and black pants.

Figure 5.16. Mitchell H.’s representation of the last outfit he creates.

Leaving out the yellow shirt, Mitchell H. found how many different outfits he
could make with the red and blue shirts and the two pairs of pants, which are four. He
then found how many outfits he could make with the yellow shirt and the two pairs of
pants, which are two more. At 14:08, Mitchell H. concluded there are six different
outfits.
Throughout Mitchell’s strategy, he always moved the shirts around to create his
different outfits. He never moved the pants; therefore, Mitchell made a choice to fix the
two pairs of pants together as one item and vary the shirts. He decomposed the number
3, which represents the number of shirts, into 2+1. He distributed the two shirts to each
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of the pants and then distributed the last shirt to each pair of pants. If the three shirts are
denoted as 3S and the two pairs of pants are denoted as 2P, then a mathematical
representation for Mitchell’s strategy could be (2S + Sy)2P = (2S)(2P) + Sy(2P) = 4SP +
2SyP = 6SP. The (2S + Sy) is on the left of the 2P to indicate that the shirts are being
distributed over the pants. This corresponds to Mitchell H. always moving the shirts and
placing them above the pants.
Shelby (16:18 to 16:51)
Shelby solves the problem in the same way as Mitchell H., but she chose to
develop her own representation instead of using the colored squares. Shelby explains her
strategy to Melanie.
16:18

Melanie

16:25
16:28
16:30

Shelby
Melanie
Shelby

16:44

Melanie

Interesting. Very interesting. Are you sure there’s not any more? How
are you sure?
Because… [whispers]
Wait. Talk a little louder for me.
Since there’s three shirts and two pairs of pants, well, you could take two
shirts and each put them with a pair of pants. Then switch the ones. And
then like if you left out the red shirt, put the red shirt on that one and then
on that one.
Oh. So you can have red shirt and black pants and red shirt and green
pants? [Shelby nods.]

Shelby uses a connecting-line strategy to solve the problem. The number six is
circled on her paper. She has two different diagrams on her paper – a long vertical
diagram located on the left side of her paper and a horizontal diagram located at the top
of her paper (see Figure 5.17). As Shelby justifies her solution to Melanie (16:30), she is
pointing to the diagram located on the left side of her paper.

However, Shelby’s

language, “if you left out the red shirt, put the red shirt on that one and then on that one”
indicates she is thinking in terms of the top diagram.
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Figure 5.17. Shelby’s two connecting-line diagrams.

By leaving out the red shirt, Shelby first found how many different outfits she
could make with the blue and yellow shirts and the two pairs of pants, which are four.
She then found how many outfits she could make with the red shirt and the two pairs of
pants, which is two more. Since the number six is circled on her paper, she found six
different outfits. Because Shelby moved the shirts around to create her different outfits,
Shelby fixed the two pairs of pants and varied the shirts. She did not decompose the
number of pants; she left them together as a group of two pants. She decomposed the
shirts in the order of blue, yellow, and then red. She distributed the two shirts (blue and
yellow) to each of the pants and then distributed the last shirt to each pair of pants. If the
three shirts are denoted as 3S and the two pairs of pants are denoted as 2P, then a
mathematical representation for Shelby’s strategy could be (2S + Sr)2P = (2S)(2P) +
Sr(2P) = 4SP + 2SrP = 6SP.
Gavin (16:51 to 17:06 and 20:17 to 21:25)
Gavin introduces a new idea that no other student has mentioned yet. His new
idea brings in another strategy that is next used by Tanner.
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Gavin’s desk has an

arrangement of colored squares. From left to right, he has a blue square above a green
square to indicate an outfit with a blue shirt and green pants. He has a yellow square
above a black square to indicate an outfit with a yellow shirt and black pants. He has a
red square off to the side, so he does not create an outfit using the red shirt (see Figure
5.18). Melanie asks Gavin if there can be anymore and then walks away. After Melanie
walks away, Gavin erases what he has on his paper.

Figure 5.18. Gavin’s arrangement of squares on his desk.

Melanie revisits Gavin and talks about why he changed his answer from two to
three. He mentions that you could wash a pair of pants.
20:17
20:19
20:27

Melanie
Gavin
Melanie

20:42
20:48

Gavin
Melanie

20:59

Melanie

21:03
21:09
21:16

Melanie
Gavin
Melanie

What makes you think that there’s three now instead of two?
You could’ve wash a pair of the pants and wear it with that other shirt.
Which pair are you gonna wash? Which pair did you wash? What color
is this one?
Green.
What pair is this one? What color is this one? Now what color is this
one?
So you're saying something like this? [Melanie places a blue, red, and
yellow square on Gavin’s desk] (see Figure 5.19). [Gavin nods his head
yes]
But what if you wash the green pants?
It would be left over green pair of pants.
But what if you washed a shirt? Could you wash a shirt? [Gavin nods his
head yes and then Melanie walks away]

Gavin has a green and black square next to each other on his paper. He places
another black square next to the one he already had on his paper indicating he could wash
the black pair of pants (20:19). As Melanie asks, “So you’re saying something like this,”
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(20:59) she puts a blue square above the green square, a red square above a black square,
and a yellow square above the other black square (see Figure 5.19).

Figure 5.19. Melanie adds blue, red, and yellow squares to Gavin’s paper.

It seems that Gavin saw an outfit as being used once – once you wear black pants,
you cannot wear them again with another shirt unless you washed them, which is
equivalent to having another pair of black pants. His washing seemed only to pick up the
extra shirt. Melanie asked him, “But what if you wash the green pants?” Gavin indicated
the green pair of pants would be a left over pair of pants. In other words, there was not
another shirt to put with the left over green pair of pants. Gavin had not thought about
washing a shirt. He was concerned about having the same number of pants as shirts so he
can make outfits. The option of washing clothing in order to continue to make outfits is a
new idea, introduced by Gavin, in the interpretation of this task. In fact, Gavin’s idea
travels to another student, Tanner (21:26 to 23:48), and Melanie later uses the washing
idea while talking to Josh and Spencer (25:09 to 27:00).
Tanner 1 (21:26 to 23:48)
Melanie talks to Tanner about why he changed his answer to six.
21:26

Melanie

21:31

Tanner

Mm Hm? [Tanner moves his paper around so Melanie can see it.] How
come you changed your answer?
Because if you… If you have three of ‘em you can switch some around
and you can make six of them.

Tanner has a picture of a yellow shirt above green pants, a blue shirt above black
pants, and a red shirt off to the side with no pants underneath. He tells Melanie that you
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can “switch some around”, and make six different outfits. As he says, “switch some
around” (21:31) he points to the pants. This is an indication that Tanner is holding the
shirts constant and varying the pants.
21:42

Melanie

21:57
21:59

Tanner
Melanie

Will you show me on the, with the, umm, with the colored blocks, colored
paper?
Gavin said you could wash one.
Show me all of them with the blocks. Use as many as you need.

After Melanie asks Tanner to show her with the colored paper (21:42), Tanner
places a black square on his desk and then places a green square to the right of the black
square. He mentions that you can wash a pair of pants (21:57), so he puts another green
square to the left of the black square. Gavin’s idea of washing has traveled! Tanner puts
a red square above the farthest right green square, a blue square above the middle black
square, and a yellow square above the left green square (see Figure 5.20) to indicate three
different outfits – an outfit with a red shirt and green pants, a blue shirt and black pants,
and a yellow shirt with green pants.

Figure 5.20. Sequence of Tanner creating the first three outfits.

22:18
22:20
22:23

Melanie
Tanner
Melanie

What are the others?
You can switch 'em around.
I know. In stead of switching them around, just get more paper so I can
see all of them.

When Melanie asks Tanner what the other outfits are (22:18), Tanner says, “you
can switch ‘em around” (22:20) as he picks up the farthest right green square and the
middle black square and switches their places. Again, this is an indication that Tanner is
holding the shirts constant and varying the pants. At 22:23 Melanie tells Tanner to use
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more paper instead of switching the squares around. Tanner begins to place more squares
on his desk to show all six of his outfits. He places an additional red, yellow, and blue
square on his desk followed by placing a black square below the blue square, a green
square below the yellow square, and a black square below the red square (see Figure
5.21).

Figure 5.21. Sequence of Tanner creating the next three outfits.

When Tanner first began to explain his strategy to Melanie (21:31), his language,
pictorial representation, and actions inferred he decomposed the number of shirts, 3, into
(2 + 1) and kept the pants together as one item. His pictorial representation had a yellow
shirt green pants outfit along with a blue shirt black pants outfit and a red shirt off to the
side with no pants underneath. As he said, “switch some around” (21:31), he pointed to
the two pants to indicate changing their position to create a yellow shirt black pants outfit
and a blue shirt green pants outfit. Even though Melanie’s response interrupted Tanner’s
thinking which caused him to change his strategy, a possible mathematical representation
for Tanner’s first strategy could be 2P(2S + Sr) = 4PS + 2PSr= 6PS. The 2P on the far
left side represents the two pants, green and black, being distributed to the blue and
yellow shirts to create four outfits and then being distributed to the red shirt to create two
more outfits.
Tanner’s second strategy of placing all six outfits on his desk does not model any
fixing or varying of shirts or pants. Tanner used the new parameter introduced by Gavin
(20:18 to 21:28). He washed the green pair of pants in order to have enough pants for the
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three shirts and then he created all the opposite outfits. An opposite outfit will be defined
as an outfit with the same color of shirt, but with different color of pants. For example,
Tanner had a red shirt green pants outfit, so he created the opposite red shirt black pants
outfit. He indicated the outfits are different because they had different pants. For the
first three outfits Tanner created, he distributed the shirts to the pants. For the last three
outfits Tanner created, he distributed the pants to the shirts.
Public Presentations
Melanie stops the individual exploration and begins to create groups of two
students. She gives time for her students to present their solution strategies to their
partners. During this time, Melanie discusses with Spencer and Josh their strategies.
Spencer and Josh (25:09 to 27:00)
Spencer and Josh both determine there can only be two different outfits. Spencer
has drawn three shirts in a row, a red shirt, a yellow shirt, and a blue shirt. Beneath the
red shirt he has a pair of black pants, beneath the yellow shirt he has a pair of green pants,
and the blue shirt is crossed out with no pants beneath the shirt (see Figure 5.22 left).
Josh has a picture of two different people – one with a red shirt and black pants, the other
with a blue shirt and green pants, and the third shirt is off to the side indicating he cannot
make a third outfit (see Figure 5.22 right).

Figure 5.22. Spencer (left) and Josh (right) pictorial representations of two outfits.
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After Melanie looks at Spencer and Josh’s pictorial representation, she begins to
ask them questions.
25:15

Melanie

25:23
25:30
25:31
25:37

Josh
Melanie
Spencer
Melanie

25:48
25:52

Spencer
Melanie

26:00
26:10
26:26

Josh
Melanie
Melanie

26:31
26:39

Josh
Melanie

Compare, do you have the same two outfits? [Josh and Spencer nod their
heads no.] Which ones are different?
He crossed out blue and I want to cross out [points to yellow shirt.]
Wait, how come you crossed out blue? [Melanie asks Spencer.]
Because, you could make any one.
But what if you wash one of your pants? Could you wash your pants and
wear them again? [Both nod their heads yes.] What would happen then?
Then you would only have… one.
Oh, then you would only have one outfit if you washed 'em? [Spencer
nods his head yes.] What do you think about that Josh?
Umm.
What do you think about that? [Long pause then Josh nods his head yes.]
What do you think? What does this [Melanie nods her head up and down]
mean? Tell me what's goin' on through your brain.
I agree with him. What he said I agree with that.
You agree with it? [Josh nods his head yes.] That you would only make
one outfit now? [Josh nods his head yes.] So you now only think, you're
going to change your answer and you think you only can have one outfit
you can make? [Josh nods his head yes.] But you have two here? Work
together and keep thinking. [Melanie walks away.]

Josh and Spencer may be thinking in a similar way as Tanner. If different people
were to wear the different outfits at the same time, then it is only physically possible for
there to be two different outfits. There are only enough pants to make two different
outfits. Even though both Josh and Spencer recognize they each have different outfits
(25:15), this recognition does not lead them to believe there would be more outfits.
When Melanie asks them about washing a pair of pants (25:37), they both agree they
could wash a pair of pants and then wear them again. This recognition leads Spencer to
believe there would be only one outfit (25:48) and Josh agrees with him (26:31). A
possible interpretation of why both Spencer and Josh believe there would then be only
one outfit could be perhaps the pants are unavailable if they are in the washer.
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After the groups were given time to discuss their strategies with their partners,
Melanie asks a few students to come to the board and publicly present their solution
strategies to the class. On the far right hand side of the whiteboard, Melanie has several
blue, yellow, and red shirts and several green and black pants magnets. She informs the
students to use these magnets to help them explain their strategy.
As the students go to the board they take on the role of “proxy” teacher as the rest
of the class are learners on how their peer solved the problem. After each student
presents their strategy to the class, Melanie gives time to the rest of the class to ask
questions of the presenter. As students begin to ask questions of the presenter, they can
become a coach to the presenter as they help them develop more possibilities of different
outfits.
Danielle (27:54 to 31:07)
Melanie first calls on Danielle to present her solution strategy of two to the class.
28:12
28:16
28:17

Melanie
Danielle
Melanie

First of all, how many outfits did you decide on?
Two.
You thought there were two. Will you put those up here for us?

Danielle believes there are two outfits (28:16) and she creates her two outfits on
the whiteboard. She places a blue and red shirt next to each other. Under the blue shirt
she places a pair of green pants and under the red shirt she places a pair of black pants
(see Figure 5.23).

Figure 5.23. Sequence of Danielle creating two different outfits on the whiteboard.
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Melanie allows time for students to ask Danielle questions about her strategy.
McKenna is the first to ask Danielle a question.

A discussion between McKenna,

Melanie, and Danielle begins.
28:32

Melanie

28:41
28:46
28:48
28:52

McKenna
Melanie
McKenna
Melanie

29:01

McKenna

29:08
29:11

Melanie
McKenna

29:19
29:22
29:24

Melanie
Danielle
Melanie

So those were the two outfits that you guys decided on? [Danielle nods
her head yes.] Ok, any questions for Danielle that you might have?
Why, like why can't you switch 'em around?
Tell her more what you mean. Switch what around?
Like, switch the pants and the shirts around to make more outfits.
Do you understand her question? [Melanie asks Danielle] Come up and
show her what you mean.
Like, switch these two around like that. [McKenna changes the positions
of the green and black pants, see Figure 5.24, first two pictures]
Does that still mean that there are only two outfits?
No, that means that these two [an outfit with a blue shirt and green pants
and an outfit with a red shirt and black pants, see Figure 5.24, 3rd picture]
count as two outfits and these two [an outfit with a blue shirt and black
pants and an outfit with a red shirt and green pants, see Figure 5.24, far
right] count as two more.
Oh, what do you think about that Danielle?
I think that. I agree with that.
You agree with her on that? [Danielle nods her head yes.] Had you
thought of that before? [Danielle nods her head no.]

As McKenna comes to the board (29:01) to show Danielle what she means by
“switch ‘em around” (28:41) McKenna changes her role from student to coach, an idea
from a situated learning perspective. McKenna demonstrated to both Danielle and the
class her choice of fixing the shirts and varying the pants. She switched around the two
pants and kept the shirts in their same position (29:11).

Figure 5.24. Sequence of McKenna coaching Danielle.
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McKenna presented an idea to Danielle that she had not thought about before
(29:24). In fact, McKenna justified her idea well enough that she convinced Danielle she
was right (29:22). Danielle now believes there are four different outfits.
Shelby, Tiffani, and Sarah challenge Danielle’s thinking when they ask her why
she did not use the yellow shirt or all five of the colors.
29:42
29:45
29:50
29:52
29:56

Shelby
Melanie
Danielle
Melanie
Danielle

30:02

Melanie

30:09

Tiffani

30:17
30:22

Melanie
Danielle

30:32

Melanie

30:51

Sarah

31:00
31:06
31:07

Melanie
Danielle
Melanie

Why couldn't you have used the yellow shirt?
Oh, good question. Why didn't you use the yellow shirt?
Um, I didn't want to.
You didn't want to, how come you didn't want to?
I don't know. I just decided to do the blue and the red because it's my
favorite color.
Oh, blue and red are your favorite colors so you just wanted to use them.
Thanks, any other questions? Tiffani.
Um like, why didn't you like, um, like, switch 'em around with all three,
all five colors?
She wants to know why you didn't use all five colors. You only used four.
Cause if we use all five colors then you, there wasn't another pants to
make it equal.
Oh, so if we had, if you put the yellow, go ahead and put the yellow shirt
up next to 'em. You thought by putting the yellow shirt there wasn't any
pants so that that you can't make an outfit. Interesting, any other
questions? Sarah.
Well, why don't you, why didn't you, like why didn't you get the yellow
and switch it with other pants.
Because she said she didn't like uh-oh, I'm sorry go ahead and answer that.
Because, because blue and red are my favorite colors.
Blue and red are her favorite colors so she didn't want to use the yellow.

Both Shelby and Sarah wonder why Danielle did not use the yellow shirt (29:42)
and (30:51). Danielle did not want to use the yellow shirt because it was not her favorite
color (29:56 and 31:06).

Perhaps Danielle’s sense of fashion played a role in her

interpretation of what an outfit is and why her answer is only four. Because yellow was
not her favorite color, then yellow did not go good with the black pants nor the green
pants, so she could not create any more outfits.
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Tiffani wants to know why Danielle did not use all five of the colors (30:09).
Danielle says something that indicates she is thinking similar to what Tanner first thought
and what Josh and Spencer may be thinking. Since there are only two pants, there are not
enough pants to go with the third shirt (30:22). Even though Melanie concluded Danielle
thought there would be two different outfits (31:07), the dialogue between Melanie and
Danielle at 29:22 and 29:24 indicates that Danielle believes there can be four different
outfits.
Tanner 2 (34:19 to 36:44)
Tanner is asked to present his solution strategy of six to the class.
34:19
34:22
34:23
34:26

Melanie
Tanner
Melanie
Melanie

34:50

Tanner

How many outfits did you and your partner decide you could make?
Six.
You thought 6.
Can you show us? [Tanner has green and black pants up on the board.
He places a blue shirt above the green pant (see Figure 5.25, 1st picture),
a red shirt above the black pants (see Figure 5.25, 2nd picture), and a
yellow shirt off to the side (see Figure 5.25, 3rd picture)]
So if there's three shirts and two pants, if you washed another one you
could put one right here. [Tanner places a pair of black pants below the
yellow shirt (see Figure 5.25, last picture)].

Figure 5.25. Sequence of Tanner placing his first three outfits on the whiteboard.

Tanner places more shirts and pants on the whiteboard to create a second row of
outfits below the first row of outfits he created. As he places a yellow shirt above green
pants (see Figure 5.26) Tanner says, “That would be different”. Melanie asks Tanner
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“How would it be different?” Tanner justifies to Melanie how the two outfits would be
different as he says, “Cause that yellow one has black pants and this one has green
pants”.

Figure 5.26. Tanner placing the washed pair of black pants on the whiteboard.

Tanner next places a blue shirt above the black pants (see Figure 5.27). Tanner
immediately explains how this newly created outfit is different.
35:51

Tanner

And if you put the blue one for the on the black pants (see Figure 5.27) it's
different cause that one [the first outfit on the first row] has green pants
and this one [the first outfit on the second row] has black ones.

Figure 5.27. Tanner’s six different outfits on the whiteboard.

36:01
36:04
36:06

Melanie
Melanie
Nathan

36:17
36:20

Melanie
Nathan

Interesting. Questions you have for Tanner.
Nathan.
Hm… I don't get it, like, why couldn't you switch like the a pair of the
black pants and a pair of the green pants?
Wait, I don't understand your question. Tell us a little bit more.
Like, you… you switch the green, a pair of the green pants and the black
pants.
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36:36

Tanner

36:42

Melanie

If you would, this [an outfit with a blue shirt and green pants] would be
the same as that [an outfit with a blue shirt and green pants].
Does that answer your question? [Nathan nods his head yes.]

Tanner’s public presentation was similar to the presentation he gave to Melanie
(21:26 to 23:48). Since there are three shirts and only two pairs of pants, then he
recognized he would need to wash a pair of pants in order for there to be enough pants for
the third shirt (34:50). He then created all the opposites of the outfits he already created,
which Tanner called “different” outfits (35:51).
Tanner justified his thinking when Melanie asked him why certain outfits were
different (35:45). Tanner justified that the outfits were different by referring to the same
color of shirt and explaining that the same color of shirt had different colors of pants
(35:47). This indicated that Tanner chose to fix the shirts and vary the pants. Tanner
even justified his own thinking without Melanie asking him why the outfits were
different. Again, he justified his answer by pointing out the same color of shirt (blue) had
different colors of pants (35:51).
Nathan challenged Tanner’s thinking when he asked Tanner why he could not
switch a pair of the green pants and the black pants (36:06). Tanner argued that he could
not switch the pants because then he would have created the same outfit. He would have
created two outfits with a blue shirt and green pants (36:36).
Cheyenne (37:08 to 38:44)
Even after the public presentations of six outfits, Cheyenne still thinks there are
only two different outfits. Melanie asks Cheyenne to show the class her two outfits.
36:51

Melanie

36:59

Cheyenne

How many outfits can we make? How many are there? Are there more
then six? How many did you get Cheyenne?
Two.
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37:00

Melanie

37:08

Melanie

37:11

Melanie

You got two? Do you want to come up and tell us yours? Come on up and
show us yours.
After seeing the six you still think there is only two? [Cheyenne nods her
head yes.]
K, I want to see that. Show us the two you got.

Cheyenne places a pair of green and black pants on the board. She places a blue
shirt above the green pants and a red shirt above the black pants (see Figure 5.28).

Figure 5.28. Cheyenne places her two outfits on the whiteboard.

37:41
37:46
37:51

Melanie
Cheyenne
Melanie

38:06
38:07
38:14

Melanie
Cheyenne
Melanie

38:19
38:20
38:22
38:23

Cheyenne
Melanie
Cheyenne
Melanie

38:28
38:30
38:32

Melanie
Cheyenne
Melanie

38:34

Cheyenne

Okay, so you… how come you didn't use yellow… the yellow shirt?
Because I thought that red and black would be good together.
You thought red and black would look good together? [Cheyenne nods
her head yes.] Okay. Umm, I just noticed something, can I can I point that
out to you? She [Danielle] has red and green and you have red and black
(see Figure 5.39. Are those the same? [Cheyenne nods her head no.]
There not? How are they different?
Cause that one has green pants and that one has black pants.
How many different outfits did you we make? Are these [the red shirt
with green pants outfit and the red shirt with black pants outfit] the same?
No.
So can they count as one?
They count as two.
Oh, so there's one, there's one, how about these [the outfit with blue shirt
black pants and the outfit with blue shirt green pants, see Figure 5.40]?
Are these the same? [Cheyenne nods her head no.]
How are they different?
This one has a black pants and this one has a green pants.
So how many outfits are here? [Melanie points to the outfits with a blue
shirt.]
Two.
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38:34

Melanie

38:36
38:38

Cheyenne
Melanie

38:42
38:44

Melanie
Cheyenne

How many are here? [Melanie circles with her finger all four outfits on
the board.]
Four.
Hm… so do you still think there are only two outfits that can be made?
[Cheyenne shakes her head no.]
How many do you think now?
Four.

We now know why Cheyenne decided to leave out the yellow shirt. She said,
“Because I thought that red and black would be good together” (37:46). Cheyenne’s
sense of fashion played a role in her interpretation of what an outfit is and why she chose
not to use the yellow shirt. When Melanie pointed out that Danielle had a red shirt green
pants outfit and Cheyenne had a red shirt black pants outfit (37:51, see Figure 5.29),
Cheyenne recognized that those counted as two different outfits.

Figure 5.29. Sequence of Melanie pointing out different outfits.

Cheyenne also recognized that Danielle’s blue shirt black pants outfit counted as a
different outfit then her blue shirt green pants outfit. Cheyenne concluded there are four
different outfits. A possible mathematical representation for Cheyenne’s strategy could
be SbPg + SrPbk + SrPg + SbPbk = 4SP. The S being on the left of the P indicates
Cheyenne placing the shirts above the pants.
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Class Discussion about the Operation
After public presentations to the class and the conclusion that six different outfits
can be made, Melanie switches the shirts and pants task to “what if there were three pairs
of pants and only two shirts? Instead of having blue, red, and yellow shirts, there are now
blue, red, and yellow pants. Instead of having green and black pants, there are now green
and black shirts.” Melanie gives her students time to explore the new problem involving
three pants and two shirts. The class finds six different outfits. Due to the focus of this
thesis, the three pants and two shirts task will not be analyzed.
Melanie concludes the lesson by asking if the shirts and pants task is an addition
problem. McKenna first suggests that the task is a subtraction problem. She later
recognizes that subtraction does not model the problem correctly, so she suggests the
problem is addition. She explains why she thinks the problem models addition.
53:02
53:03
53:08
53:10
53:13

McKenna
Melanie
McKenna
Melanie
McKenna

53:54

Melanie

Adding because…. (inaudible)
What would be the addition sentence if it was adding?
3+3.
Where'd you get the 3 from?
You don't have a 3, it couldn't be umm, 3, it couldn't be a 3 or a 6 because,
umm, like the 6, like you do have 6 outfits in all, but like the if you d- if,
the correct sentence is 3+3, but, umm… but, um, the, the sentence that
you would use for those like, since you have 2, 2+3=5.
Hmmm, and is that our number of outfits we can make, 2+3=5? Is that the
number? [McKenna shakes her head no.]

After McKenna realized that subtraction did not work, she suggested addition
(52:54); it is 3 + 3 (53:08). Even though McKenna did not know why it was 3 + 3, the
fact that she recognized it may help her understand later why 3 + 3 is 2 x 3. If a student
who fixed the pants and varied the shirts would have publicly presented their strategy to
the class, then McKenna may have easily seen how the 3+ 3 related to the task.
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Melanie calls on Jason to explain what he is thinking. Remember, Jason is
explaining the changed shirts and pants task where there are two pairs of shirts – green
and black, and three pairs of pants – red, yellow, and blue.
54:01
54:04
54:08
54:14
54:16

Jason
Melanie
Jason
Melanie
Jason

54:28
54:32
54:38

Melanie
Jason
Melanie

I think this is more, sorta like times stuff.
Have you done times before? How would it be like times?
Cause, if you say like, 2, 2… hey can I come up there [to the whiteboard]?
Yeah, oh please, come up, come up. You need this [a whiteboard marker]?
No. Like 2, you have, you have 2 of these colors [the two colors of shirts,
green and black] and then you need to say it 3 times with all of these
colors [the three colors of pants – red, yellow, and blue; see Figure 5.30].
So we have 2 colors, and we're doing what 3 times?
You're, you're, you're saying these [the two colors of shirts] 3 times?
Cause we're using 3 different shirts [Melanie says 3, but it should be 2
different shirts], 3 times? [Jason shakes his head yes.] So you're thinking
2x3=6? [Jason shakes his head yes.] Hmm, very interesting.

Figure 5.30. Jason recognizes that repeating 2 three times is “sorta like times”.

Since there were two colors of shirts (green & black) and three colors of pants
(red, yellow, & blue), Jason recognized that you needed to repeat the two different colors
of shirts three times for the three different colors of pants. This explanation brings in the
idea of fixing the pants and varying the shirts. Jason’s explanation demonstrated that he
is capable of thinking algebraically by holding items constant and then varying other
items. His explanation also demonstrated his capability of recognizing that 3 groups of 2
or repeating 2 three times (54:32) is the same as “timesing” 3 and 2 together.
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CHAPTER VI: RESULTS AND FINDINGS
According to Maher (2003) particular components of personal knowledge are
built by active learners as they engage in investigations that challenge their thinking. The
second graders in this study were engaged in a task that challenged their thinking.
Because the task challenged their thinking, the students were able to create their own
powerful strategies that helped them deepen their understanding of counting. Based on
the codes in appendix A, I organized each student’s strategy into one of five categories
(Strauss & Corbin, 1998) representing the different counting strategies that students
developed. What follows is a description of the five different strategies – 1) fixing shirts
individually, 2) fixing pants individually, 3) fixing pants as one item, 4) washing, and 5)
fashion. Within each of the different strategies, I describe the similarities as well as the
difference amongst the different students.
Five Different Strategies
Fixing Shirts Individually
Tiffani’s first strategy (10:30 to 11:40) and Mitchell M. (16:57 to 17:07) are very
similar. They found six different outfits, used the colored squares, fixed the shirts
individually, and distributed the pants to the shirts. They fixed the shirts individually by
first counting how many different outfits there were with one shirt and the two pairs of
pants. Next, they counted how many different outfits there were with the second shirt
and the two pairs of pants, and finally they counted how many different outfits there were
with the last shirt and the two pairs of pants.
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The differences were the number of squares they used, how they used the squares,
and the decomposition of the shirts and pants. Tiffani used five colored squares – red,
blue, yellow, green, and black – she alternated between the black and green pants under
each shirt. Not all six outfits Tiffani counted were displayed on her desk at one time,
whereas Mitchell used 12 squares in order to place all of the six outfits on his desk at one
time. The decomposition of Tiffani’s squares were in the order of red, blue, and then
yellow, but Mitchell’s squares were in the order of blue, yellow, and then red. The
choice of decomposition could have been arbitrary for both Mitchell and Tiffani.
Fixing Pants Individually
Caleb (14:37 to 15:36), Addie (18:58 to 19:06), and Tiffani’s second strategy
(19:13 to 19:20) are similar in that they chose to fix the pants one by one. They counted
how many different outfits there were with one pair of pants and the three shirts. Then
they counted how many different outfits there were with the other pair of pants and the
three shirts. Stephanie and Dana (Maher & Martino, 1991) also solved the problem by
fixing the pants one by one. However, in the second grade, Stephanie and Dana found
five outfits, whereas Caleb, Addie, and Tiffani found six different outfits.
Tiffani was the only one who chose to create a pictorial representation of the six
different outfits. Since Tiffani’s actions were unobservable, her choice of distribution is
not known. The other three students chose to use the colored squares. Caleb and Addie
chose to fix the green pants first and then the black pants, whereas Alexandra and Tiffani
chose to fix the black pants first and then the green pants.

Alexandra and Addie

distributed the shirts to the pants, and Caleb used both types of distributions.
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He

distributed the “fixed” green pants to each of the shirts and then switched to distributing
each of the shirts to the “fixed” black pants.
Fixing Pants as One Item
The previous two strategies are well understood and have a solid mathematical
representation. The strategy of fixing the pants as a group is not as straight forward,
especially when you try to follow exactly what the students did. Mitchell H. (13:46 to
14:10) and Shelby (16:18 to 16:51) chose to group the pants together and fix them as one
item. They both chose to leave out one of the shirts in the beginning in order to count
how many different outfits there were with the two pants and two of the shirts. They
counted two outfits by first distributing two of the shirts to the pants. They counted two
more outfits by keeping the pants in the same order yet swapping the order of the two
shirts. Then they counted the number of different outfits there were with the left over
shirt and the two pairs of pants by again distributing the shirt to the two pairs of pants.
They found six different outfits.
The differences between Mitchell H. and Shelby are the representations they used
and the chosen shirt to leave out in the beginning. Mitchell used the colored squares
Melanie made available for her students to use, but Shelby chose not to use the colored
squares. By drawing shirts and pants on her paper and then connecting lines from the
shirts to the pants to indicate an outfit, Shelby created her own representation that made
sense to her. Mitchell chose to leave out the yellow shirt, whereas Shelby chose to leave
out the red shirt.
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Washing and Creating Opposites
Gavin introduced the idea of washing a pair of pants (20:19) in order to have
enough for the three shirts. Gavin introduced the washing idea based upon his previous
experiences of washing clothes in the washing machine. Even though Gavin did not
think about washing any of the shirts or more than one pair of pants until Melanie asked
him about it, he still introduced a way to organize the building of outfits. Once Gavin
brought in the parameter of washing pants and shirts, the idea traveled to Tanner causing
him to change his answer from two different outfits to six different outfits.
In Tanner’s presentation to Melanie (21:26 to 23:48), he chose to wash the green
pair of pants whereas in his presentation to the class (34:19 to 36:44), he chose to wash
the black pair of pants. In both instances, Tanner chose not to fix any article of clothing
nor did he stay consistent in his decompositions of both the shirts and the pants. Instead,
it seemed Tanner looked at the previous outfits he created and then built the opposite
outfit. For example, if Tanner previously created a red shirt black pants outfit, he would
create the opposite red shirt green pants outfit. Washing clothing introduced a generative
idea, grounded in students’ personal experience, of washing a pair of pants to have
enough pants for the third shirt and then finding the opposites of the outfits already
created.
Gavin’s idea of washing pants was used by Melanie who mentioned the idea to
Josh and Spencer (25:09 to 27:00). Instead of the idea creating more possibilities for
outfits however, Josh and Spencer interpreted the idea differently than Gavin and
washing pants limited the number of outfits that could be created. In fact, washing a pair
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of pants caused Josh and Spencer to change their answer from two to one. There is no
evidence that indicates why Spencer and Josh changed their answer to one.
Fashion
Both Danielle and Cheyenne found two different outfits. They both left out the
yellow shirt. Danielle did not use the yellow shirt because she wanted to use only blue
and red since they are her favorite colors (29:56). Cheyenne did not use the yellow shirt
because “red and black would be good together” (37:46). In both instances, their answer
changed from two to four. McKenna showed Danielle two other outfits than what
Danielle had placed on the board, so Danielle changed her answer from two to four.
Melanie pointed out to Cheyenne two different outfits than what Cheyenne had placed on
the board, so Cheyenne changed her answer from two to four. However, both girls still
did not want to use the yellow shirt. Their sense of fashion seemed to prohibit them from
creating more outfits.
Interaction and Agency
This research supports the idea that an individual gains knowledge first through
interpersonal interactions, interactions with others, and then through intrapersonal
interactions, interactions within the individual, (Vygotsky, 1978). I also looked at what
the students did within each of these two different types of interactions. Interpersonal
interactions first occurred between Melanie and her students as she explained the shirts
and pants task.

After Melanie explained the shirts and pants task, intrapersonal

interactions occurred within the individual students. During the intrapersonal interactions
(private presentations), students made choices about how to interpret the problem, what
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constituted an outfit, how to represent the different outfits, what variable to control, and
which variable to distribute.
The interactions between Melanie and her students during the private
presentations bring new light to the perspective of agency. When Melanie introduced the
task to the students, she gave the students tools (the paper squares) to use as a
representation for the outfits, she told the students what consisted of an outfit, and she
told the students that an outfit did not have to match.

Melanie did not foster an

environment of personal agency (Walter and Gerson, in press). However, agency was
still present amongst the students work. Several students chose not to use the colored
squares and either developed a connecting-line representation (Shelby and Addie) or a
pictorial representation (Cheyenne, Danielle, Tiffani, Spencer, and Josh). Danielle and
Cheyenne did not follow what Melanie said about outfits not needing to match. Instead,
they exercised their agency and created outfits based upon what their favorite colors were
or what went good together. Because of the students’ freedom of choice to solve the
problem within their own way of thinking, they could develop meaningful strategies
based on prior experiences.
Often times Melanie would constrain the enactment of personal agency (Walter
and Gerson, in press). Caleb had his own idea about how he wanted to use the paper
squares. He wanted to show only three outfits at one time, since that is how he thought
about the problem. Melanie constrained Caleb’s use of the squares and told him to,
“leave this and then show me the other ones you just had” (15:00). Melanie had a
different idea about what she wanted to see Caleb do, so she influenced how Caleb used
the paper squares to build outfits. Tanner wanted to switch the colored squares around to
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create his outfits, but Melanie constrained Tanner’s agency by saying, “I know. Instead
of switching them around, just get more paper so I can see all of them” (22:23).
During the public presentations (interpersonal interactions), students assumed
various roles.

Students were learners as they listened to and learned about their

classmates’ strategies. Students also played the role of “proxy” teacher as they took
control of the class and presented their ideas on how they solved the problem. When
McKenna took upon the role of coach during Danielle’s public presentation, her help
enabled Danielle to see more possibilities of different outfits.
During the interpersonal interactions (public presentations), Melanie encouraged
the students to ask questions and the students began to discuss their different ideas.
Melanie did not tell the students what kinds of questions the students should ask each
other. Instead, the students exercised their agency in deciding what questions to ask.
During Danielle’s public presentation, four students asked Danielle the following
questions:
28:41
29:42
30:09

McKenna
Shelby
Tiffani

30:51

Sarah

Why, like why can't you switch 'em around?
Why couldn't you have used the yellow shirt?
Um like, why didn't you like, um, like, switch 'em around with all three,
all five colors?
Well, why don't you, why didn't you, like why didn't you get the yellow
and switch it with other pants.

Nathan asked Tanner, “why couldn't you switch like the a pair of the black pants and a
pair of the green pants” (36:06). Wondering why a student did not switch the pants or
shirts around and why a particular color of shirt was not used was an important question
for the students to ask each other.
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McKenna justified why you could switch the pants around to create at least four
outfits. She justified her thinking well enough that Danielle believed McKenna was
right, so Danielle changed her answer from two to four. Both Jason and Tanner justified
why the outfits they placed on the whiteboard were different. Their justification focused
on the outfits having different colored pants. A red shirt green pants outfit was different
from a red shirt black pants outfit because the outfits have different colored pants.
Tanner even got to the point of justifying everything he said without anyone having to
challenge his thinking. When Nathan challenged Tanner’s thinking about why he could
not switch the green and black pants around to create more outfits, Tanner developed a
justification that proved why the pants could not be switched around. He explained to
Nathan that if he switched around the pants, then there would be two of the same outfits.
The atmosphere changed from the students asking Melanie questions to the
students learning from each other and asking each other questions. The classroom of
students became a dynamic learning community where the students taught each other,
asked each other questions, and wanted to know why a student chose to do certain things.
The students began to justify their answers and to defend their own thinking. The social
interactions in the classroom helped students learn to propose mathematical ideas, make
conjectures, evaluate their own and others’ thinking, and develop mathematical reasoning
skills.
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CHAPTER VII: DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
Discussion
This research focused on how individual children solve a combination problem
under certain classroom conditions. The findings presented here contribute new details
about how children think, devise strategies, and solve the shirts and pants task, and offer
insights into how students might solve similar combination problems (Thompson, 1994).
Based on analysis of the data presented here, students developed five different general
strategies as discussed in the previous chapter. After analyzing what these second-grade
students were capable of developing, we can conclude that young children are capable of
developing very powerful systematic strategies grounded in their personal experiences.
This research shows that even when the teacher does not foster personal agency, children
will still exercise agency.
In this instance, when children are given opportunities to publicly present their
ideas to the class and the teacher encourages the students to ask questions about
mathematical reasoning and justification, a meaningful discussion ensues between
students. The classroom atmosphere is an environment where students learn from each
other and ask other students questions instead of asking the teacher questions. The
learning community is now a dynamic learning community where students probe each
other and ask each other why they do certain things. This means students begin to learn
how to justify their answers and to defend their own thinking.
Carpenter et al. (1999) stated that many young children have a difficult time
constructing all the combinations because they do not develop systematic strategies.
Children will often not recognize they do not have all the combinations. Instead of
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focusing on the negative as Carpenter et al. do, I will change this statement to focus on
the positive. Many young children are capable of constructing all the combinations
because they do develop systematic strategies. In contrast to what Carpenter et al. claim,
this study shows several students developing their own systematic strategy to find all the
combinations without using multiplication. None of the students saw multiplication as a
way to solve the problem. Jason was the only student in the class who recognized, after
he solved the problem using his own systematic strategy, that multiplication could be
used to solve the combination problem.
After exploring the combination task, the second-grade students in this study all
agreed there were six outfits instead of the five found by students in Maher and Martino’s
(1991) study. Several students in this study held the pants constant and varied the shirts,
which was similar to Stephanie and Dana’s strategies. Similar to Dana in Maher and
Martino’s study and apparent in this study, a sense of fashion may play a role in students’
interpretation of what an outfit consists of. In addition, the second-grade students in this
study developed several strategies different from those identified by Maher and Martino.
This study is a careful examination of diversity in student strategies. Students in
this study solved a fundamentally different task than the students in Maher and Martino’s
(1991) study. In this study, Melanie designed the task with each article of clothing a
different color so that students did not need to keep track of shirts and pants being the
same color.

Melanie also set forth her expectation of what materials to use.

Additionally, students in this study were not required to justify their explanations, yet it
was important to these students to exercise agency in building their solution strategies
and publicly justify their strategies.
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Implications
The research presented in this thesis shows that students can successfully build
systematic strategies for solving combination problems if allowed to exercise their
agency, explore, and discuss mathematical ideas amongst themselves. When students are
given opportunities to explore their own ideas, make their own choices, develop their
own representations, and come up with their own interpretations, then they can create
beautiful and powerful strategies for doing mathematics that are meaningful to them
regardless of teacher attempts to limit student agency.
Students can contribute to the learning dynamics of the class when they are given
the freedom to ask their own questions.

The questions presented then allow for a

discussion of conceptually challenging mathematical ideas. Questions between peers in
public presentations challenge the children to develop justifications for their ideas.
This research has potentially significant implications for how an elementary
teacher might envision how students learn multiplication.

A teacher can pose a

mathematical combination problem to his/her students and allow them to explore the
task. After exploration and discussion of the tasks, the teacher can then begin to ask
questions about what operations match the different solution strategies. Some children
will be capable of seeing repeated addition. Once students notice repeated addition,
students themselves can connect the ideas of repeated addition to multiplication.
Apparent in this study is that if a student has heard of “times”, then a student will make
the connection between a combination problem and multiplication on their own.
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Future Research Opportunities
Many possible avenues for future research could be explored.

One could

investigate the teacher’s influence on the development of strategies. After the public
presentations, the teacher changed the problem to three pants and two shirts instead of the
two pants and three shirts. Student’s work on the new problem could be explored to see
if they made any changes to their strategies. A more complex situation could be given to
the students to then see how they would approach a more complex problem. What
strategies would be easily adapted to a more complex system? Would they use their
same strategy or would they need to develop a different strategy?
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APPENDIX A
Name

Answer

Rep.

Fixing

Dist.

Mathematical
Representation

Later
Changes

Tiffani

6

CS

RS +
BS +
YS

P~S

2P(Sr + Sb + Sy) = 2PSr +
2PSb + 2PSy = 6PS

YD

CS

BS +
YS +
RS

P~S

(Pg + Pbk)Sb + (Pbk + Pg)Sy
+ (Pbk + Pg)Sr = (PgSb +
PbkSb) + (PbkSy + PgSy) +
(PbkSr + PbkSr) = 2PSb +
2PSy + 2PSr = 6PS

N

GP +
BP

GP~S
and
S~BP

Pg(Sr + Sy + Sb) + (Sy + Sb +
Sr)Pbk = (PgSr + PgSy +
PgSb) + (SyPbk + SbPbk +
SrPbk) = 3PgS + 3SPbk =
6SP

N

N

Mitchell M

Caleb

6

6

CS

Misc

Addie

6

CL

GP +
BP

S~P

(Sb + Sy + Sr)Pg + (Sb + Sy +
Sr)Pbk = (SbPg + SyPg +
SrPg) + (SbPbk + SyPbk +
SrPbk) = 3SPg + 3SPbk =
6SP

Tiffani 2

6

P

BP +
GP

NK

3S(Pbk + Pg) = 3SPbk + 3SPg
= 6SP

N

Mitchell H

6

CS

P

S~P

(2S + Sy)2P = (2S)(2P) +
Sy(2P) = 4SP + 2SyP = 6SP

N

Shelby

6

CL

P

S~P

(2S + Sr)2P = (2S)(2P) +
Sr(2P) = 4SP + 2SrP = 6SP

N

2

CS

NF

NK

PgSb + PbkSy = 2PS

Y

3

CS

NF

P~S

PgSb + PbkSr + PbkSy = 3PS

N

W

Tanner 1

6

CS

NF

S~P
and
P~S

SyPg + SbPbk + SrPg + PbkSr
+ PbkSy + PgSb = 6SP

N

W+
O

Spencer
(Partner)

2

P

NF

NK

SrPb + SyPg = 2SP

Y to 1

W

Gavin
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Name

Answer

Rep.

Fixing

Dist.

Mathematical
Representation

Later
Changes

Misc

Josh
(Partner)

2

P

NF

NK

SrPbk + SbPg = 2SP

Y to 1

W

Danielle
(Class)

2

WM

NF

S~P

SbPg + SrPbk = 2SP
SbPbk + SrPg = 2SP

Y to 4

F
McKenna
C

Tanner 2
(Class)

6

WM

S

S~P
and
P~S

SbPg + SrPbk + PbkSy = SrPg
+ SyPg + SbPbk = 6SP

N

W+
O

Cheyenne
(Class)

2

WM

NF

S~P

SbPg + SrPbk = 2SP
SrPg + SbPbk = 2SP

Y to 4

F
Melanie
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